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New CJ Certification Workshops!

DPSST has scheduled two more CJ Certification Workshops to be held at DPSST September 27th and October 3rd. We will be adding more dates throughout the fall and winter.

Register Here: https://goo.gl/forms/2nkJWshze6TeusX2

The Criminal Justice Certification Workshop is an informational/training workshop geared at providing Criminal Justice administrative staff assistance on understanding the requirements and processes related to ensuring public safety professionals obtain and maintain the required public safety certifications.

Though this workshop is geared toward administrative staff, all public safety professionals are welcome to attend.

eRoster Signup

In 2016, DPSST started an eRoster program where agencies could submit training via a specialized Excel document directly to DPSST without having to print, sign, scan then send. This program has had great success and has allowed DPSST to stay near current on entry of the thousands of rosters received each month. Since the start of 2018 we have added a total of 191,514 training entries to officer files from 15,552 rosters that were submitted. Of those 15,000 rosters about 30% were submitted via the eRoster program. The eRoster is designed to be uploaded directly into IRIS, as a result rosters sent in on this program will typically be visible the next day.

This year we have been seeing an increase in roster submission having already surpassed the amount we processed this time last year. As a result, our turnaround times have been increasing. We would like to get more agencies signed up to the program to ensure we can stay as near to real time on our entry as possible.

Link to eRoster Signup: https://www.oregon.gov/dpsst/cj/Documents/CJForms/F6eAeRosterApplication.pdf

If you have any questions about this program, please contact Alicia Robb at 503-378-4411

Maintenance Countdown

We are getting ready to send out our 3rd quarter update of training required to be completed by the end of this year. A couple things to keep in mind:

- There is a mix of recommended and required training. Recommended means the Board has indicated this should happen; however, in an effort to allow agencies time to plan, individuals not meeting the recommended standards will not be in a non-compliance situation.

- All certified police officers must have completed 8 hours Firearms or Use of Force Training by December 31 of this year. Individuals not meeting this requirement will receive a notice of deficiency after the first of the year and be at risk of having their certifications suspended if training is not completed. A Special “Police Certified Only” report will be sent out in October to ensure agencies are aware of any deficiencies.

- Visit our Certification Maintenance page for more information: https://www.oregon.gov/dpsst/cj/Pages/CertificationMaintenance.aspx or Contact Jordan James-Larget at 503-378-8334.
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